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THESIS ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine if the use of collaborative groups
while teaching problem solving skills had any effect on students' motivation or
anxiety toward word problems. Sixty-eight advanced sixth grade students in PreAlgebra classes in Southern California participated in the study. In one Pre-Algebra
class, the experimental group, the students were taught problem solving skills in
collaborative groups, while the control group was taught as individuals. After the
three-week instruction period, both groups were given two word problem assessments
and an anxiety survey. Bar graphs, t-tests, and chi-square tests were used to analyze
the data gathered from the two assessments and the survey to determine if there were
any differences in students' motivation or anxiety toward word problems between the
two groups.
The results indicated that there was not a statistically significant difference
between the experimental and control groups in their motivation for word problems,
but there was a difference in their perceived anxiety toward word problems. The first
assessment showed that the experimental group had greater motivation toward
solving challenging word problems but the second assessment showed that there was
not a difference between the two groups. The data from the anxiety survey revealed
less perceived anxiety in the experimental group than in the control group.
Keywords: anxiety, collaborative groups, intrinsic motivation, mathematics, problem
solving, sixth grade
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Background of the Problem
It is necessary for students to develop competency in concepts and the ability

to apply their knowledge to real-world situations (Phelps & Damon, 1989). Word
problems in mathematics give students the practice necessary to solve real-world
problems. In other words, mathematics word problems can serve as a bridge between
school mathematics and the world around us. As students solve word problems that
involve real-world situations, they apply their mathematical knowledge and skills to
everyday tasks.
The majority of students in sixth-grade mathematics classes tend to work
through challenging problems for extrinsic reasons, not intrinsic reasons. A good
number of students solve problems to get a high grade in the class or an immediate
reward rather than doing a problem to learn (Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, & MacGyvers,
1999). When students lack intrinsic motivation to accomplish and learn from word
problems, they get frustrated and give up easily when they encounter a challenging
problem. Since mathematical word problems take a higher level of thinking skills to
solve and are much more difficult than rote memorization (Jitendra & DiPipi, 2002),
students do not always know how to solve them. Fear of failure, confusion, and
uncertainty leads students to have negative attitudes toward word problems (Meyer,
Turner, & Spencer, 1997).
Research has shown that direct instruction (Jitendra & DiPipi, 2002) and
setting goals (Gabriele, 2007) can help motivate students to take risks and solve
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problems. Jitendra and DiPipi (2002) did a study with four eighth-grade students who
had learning disabilities. Each student received direct instruction on how to solve
word problems by learning different strategies and practicing numerous problems.
After twelve sessions all four students were successful in being able to explain what
was being asked and could draw a diagram to present the relationships in the
problem. Gabriele (2007) gave students either learning or performance goals and
found that students with performance goals were able to check their work and
comprehend the word problems better than those with learning goals.
This study will extend the existing research by examining whether working in
collaborative groups can also help students gain confidence in word problems and, in
turn, motivate them to solve challenging problems. The purpose of this study is to
examine the effects of collaborative problem solving on students' motivation to solve
challenging mathematics word problems and their attitudes toward problem solving.
Research Questions
The research questions for this study are:
1. Is there a difference in level of motivation for solving mathematics word
problems between students who learn to solve problems collaboratively
and those who learn to solve problems individually?
2. Is there a difference in perceived anxiety about mathematics word
problems between these two groups?
This study focuses on students' motivation for solving word problems because
it is a needed area in research. Specifically, studies have been conducted to show that
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students have a good chance of solving word problems when they work together
rather than individually (Azmitia, 1988). Brigid Barron (2000b) did a study which
demonstrated that after sixth-grade students worked as a group on a problem, they
were able to individually solve problems similar to those worked on in the group at an
increased ability, when compared to students who did not work in groups. However,
Barron's study does not show whether students would individually try solving word
problems more often if they were exposed to working in groups. The current study
will help build upon previous research by investigating whether or not students are
more willing to solve word problems after they work in collaborative groups. For this
research, it is hypothesized that students who work in collaborative groups will have
more self-confidence when faced with word problems and therefore will have an
increase in motivation to solve problems individually and learn from the problem
solving experience.

Preview of Literature
Mathematics educators have difficulty trying to inspire students to develop
intrinsic motivation. Teachers have to constantly find new ways to motivate and
engage students in the learning process. "Peer collaboration offers the potential for
increasing insights and engagement in learning" (Phelps & Damon, 1989, p.IO).
Using collaborative groups in the classroom to solve mathematics word problems
could be a great strategy to help students be successful and motivated in the area of
mathematics problem solving.
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One factor that can cause students' lack of motivation is anxiety toward
mathematics word problems. This study will also focus on students' anxiety when
faced with word problems since it is an area of research that is lacking. In particular,
studies have been carried out to show that students have a positive affect when they
are comfortable in their surroundings (Eccles, Wigfield, Midgley, Reuman, Mac lver,
& Feldlaufer, 1993) and teachers are encouraging and supportive of students learning

(Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003). Stipek, Salmon, Givvin, Kazemi, Saxe,
and MacGyvers ( 1998) did a study to explore whether the way math was presented by
the teacher affected students' attitude toward mathematics and whether it affected
their mathematics abilities. One group of teachers followed traditional teaching
practices and used a textbook. The other group was trained to teach the unit using
project-based instruction. The teachers who used project-based instruction gave
positive feedback, and the students felt that they were respected. The researchers
found that the students who felt respected by their teachers had a more positive
attitude and less anxiety and therefore performed higher in the class. However, the
above-mentioned studies do not show whether collaborative groups will help students
have less anxiety about word problems. For this current research, it is hypothesized
that students who work in collaborative groups will have less anxiety about
mathematics word problems.
Students need to optimize their time in collaborative groups, which is
contingent on group formation. Different research has been done to study how
collaborative groups should be formed. Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, and Boh (2006) did
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research on the number of students that would work best for collaborative groups.
They concluded that three students is the best size for peer groups. Students also
need direction as to how to work together. They need to listen to all of their peers'
ideas and not to dismiss or ignore them (Barron, 2003).
Preview of Research Methodology
To answer the research questions, a quasi-experimental design was used to
compare two sixth-grade Pre-Algebra classes. Specifically, one class, the control
group, was only instructed on how to solve word problems individually, and the other
class, the experimental group, was instructed on how to solve word problems in
collaborative groups. Instructional materials and activities were given to both classes
for a duration of three weeks. During the three weeks, students had the opportunity to
practice their skills on different mathematical word problems either individually (the
control group) or in collaborative groups (the experimental group). At the end of the
instruction, students took a word problem assessment individually. The assessment
had four word problems at different levels of difficulty. This study compared whether
the students in the class that worked with collaborative groups completed more steps
in the assessment and showed greater detail in their solutions than the students in the
class who worked individually. In addition, students took a survey on their anxiety
about solving word problems. The survey was given to the students to examine the
anxiety and self-confidence students had in each class after the problem solving
instruction.
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Significance of Study
This present study can inform teachers of how collaborative groups can help
individuals increase intrinsic motivation. It has been shown that collaborative groups
are positive and that students learn how to solve problems while working with peers.
However, studies do not show whether students are more self-motivated to solve
word problems after working in collaborative groups. Students who are selfmotivated to solve word problems can have greater success because they take risks
and are able to learn from different mathematics word problems. Mathematics
educators have to encourage students who do not have intrinsic motivation to attempt
and complete the word problems. Using collaborative groups to teach problem
solving could help motivate students to individually solve mathematics word
problems. Students need to know the importance of problem solving and how it can
help them gain knowledge in the area of mathematics and in the real world.

Definitions
Mathematic word problems. These are problems in mathematics that require
mathematics literacy, reflective thinking, and reasoning skills (Jitendra & DiPipi,
2002).

Collaborative groups. Students are put into groups of three to four and asked
to solve problems by working together (Phelps & Damon, 1989).

Anxiety about mathematics. Students feel nervous or have negative feelings
toward mathematics due to the fear of failure (Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick,
2003).
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Intrinsic motivation. Students participate in an activity for their own sake and
not for an external reward.
Extrinsic motivation. Students participate in an activity for external rewards
such as a grade or prizes.
Learning or mastery goals. Students want to solve problems in order to gain
understanding from their efforts (Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003).
Performance goals. Students want to solve problems in order to get good
grades or to avoid failing (Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003).
Summary
Collaborative groups may help motivate students to attempt and solve
challenging word problems for the purpose of learning. In addition, collaborative
groups may decrease students' anxiety about mathematics word problems. Students
who solve problems just for external rewards such as a good grade tend to give up on
challenging problems easily and are not able to apply skills to similar problems. On
the other hand, students who have intrinsic motivation want to learn from solving
problems and therefore are self-motivated to finish solving a challenging problem.
The purpose of this study is to analyze whether teaching mathematical word problems
in collaborative groups will help intrinsically motivate students and help decrease
students' anxiety toward mathematical word problems. By comparing a class
consisting of collaborative groups with another class in which students work
individually, this study will show whether or not collaborative groups help motivate
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students to attempt and solve more mathematical word problems and also to lessen
anxiety toward mathematical word problems.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

Introduction
Problem solving in mathematics is important in order to encourage reflective
thinking and reasoning (Jitendra & DiPipi, 2002). However, many students do not
think solving challenging problems helps them discover new ideas and insights. As a
result, they are not motivated to solve problems and only do it as a requirement of the
teacher or to impress peers (Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Hutter, 2005). Without an
intrinsic motivation, students usually engage in low-performance skills (Turner,
Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003) and do not take risks in order to conquer
challenges (Meyer, Turner, & Spencer, 1997). Students tend to be more motivated
when they have a positive attitude toward mathematics and when they believe in their
own abilities (Schweinle, Turner, & Meyer, 2006).
There are many different strategies to teach problem solving skills and build
confidence. One approach is to have students follow steps such as understanding the
problem, devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and looking back (Higgins, 1997).
However, students may see these problem solving skills as mandatory ways of
solving problems and thus limit their ability to be creative while solving word
problems (Higgins, 1997). Another approach is direct instruction and individual
practice. When students work individually, however, they are not able to discuss
their ideas with peers and can only go so far to solve the problem before they give up
(Barron, 2000b). One of the approaches to teaching problem solving skills is to use
collaborative groups, more specifically "peer collaboration," in which students work
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together to solve a task (Phelps & Damon, 1989). Working with other students can
help increase a student's mathematical skills and create a positive attitude therefore
increasing their motivation to solve challenging problems (Schweinle, Turner, &
Meyer, 2006).
Research has been conducted to find out whether collaborative groups or
individuals achieve better performance and understanding of problem solving skills.
Azmitia ( 1988) conducted an experiment and found that students who worked
together solved problems better and showed greater learning than those who worked
alone. Watson and Chick (2001) found that, "in tackling a task one group member
may lift the others and then from that cognitive platform a different member of the
group may lift them still higher" (p. 166). As a result, the best group member would
perform better with a group rather than on his/her own (Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, &
Boh, 2006). Each individual brings prior knowledge to the group, and therefore an
exchange of ideas increases their ability to solve the problem (Cohen, Lotan, Abram,
Scarloss, & Schultz, 2002). Peer collaboration also offers students the opportunity to
be engaged in learning and leaves time and space for low-performing students to
increase their abilities (Phelps & Damon, 1989). Cooperation with each other helps
students develop interest in the problem and mathematics as a whole (Schweinle,
Turner, & Meyer, 2006) and therefore could motivate students to solve problems in
order to learn from them.
Further studies have been conducted to support this theory. Research on
student motivation can be broken down into areas such as goals toward mathematics
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and feelings toward problem solving. Furthermore, in order to elaborate on
collaborative groupings, analysis has been done in terms of organization and work
habits of groups, assessment of collaborative groups, and individual retention of
concepts from collaborative problem solving sessions. A review of literature in each
of these areas is as follows.
Goals Toward Mathematics
In the classroom, goals are one way to determine how motivated students are
to learn new concepts. When students have goals, they have a purpose and an
outcome they would like to reach. There are two types of goals that are associated
with learning: mastery and performance goals (Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick,
2003). Mastery goals are enacted when students "enjoy and choose to engage in
tasks that are moderately difficult, vary in format, and are personally meaningful"
(Stipek, Salmon, Givvin, Kazemi, Saxe, & MacGyvers, 1998, p. 468). With these
goals, students want to learn from the problems they solve and want to be able to
apply what they learn to other situations. On the other hand, students who have
performance goals are more concerned with getting good grades and other external
rewards. These students want to appear like they understand the material. They are
afraid of failing in front of their teacher or peers (Gabriele, 2007). The fear of not
succeeding gets in the way of these students' learning because they are unable to take
risks (Meyer, Turner, & Spencer, 1997).
Mastery or performance goals affect students' learning in the mathematics
classroom. Mathematics students with performance goals often take short cuts in
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order to get to the correct answer (Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, & MacGyvers, 2000)
instead of completing the problem. This is especially true with challenging
mathematical word problems because they require a lot more high level thinking
skills than rote mathematical skills. In contrast, students with mastery goals like
challenging mathematical word problems, "use deep learning strategies, and (take)
pride and satisfaction in effort" (Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003, p. 359).
These students do not give up easily because they want to learn from the word
problems and to be able to solve similar problems in the future.
Meyer, Turner, & Spencer (1997) did a study to research how students with
different goals would approach projects and challenging problems differently. The
participants in the study were fourteen fifth- and sixth-graders with average abilities.
The students took two surveys on how they felt about failure in mathematics and
mastery goals. Six weeks after the surveys, they participated in a challenging
geometry project with another student who had similar goals. All of the students
completed the project successfully, but they did it in different ways, with different
goals and strategies. Two students who had mastery goals used deep strategies and
reflected on their work as they went along. Another pair of students just did what
they needed to do to solve the problem without giving a greater effort than needed. In
conclusion, the authors believe that students need to be challenged yet supported so
they do not fail. Failing makes a child scared to take risks and to try to learn from a
problem. Teachers need to adapt problems for individual students so they can be
motivated to learn from the task. If students think that the problem is too hard, they
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will give up and therefore will not have mastery goals (Meyer, Turner, & Spencer,
1997).
Another study was conducted by Gabriele (2007) to look deeper into the
effects of goals on students' performance during problem solving, This study
hypothesized that mastery goals would influence whether low-achieving students
would be successful in learning from a peer. Fourth and fifth-graders participated in
the study, and pairs were created with one high-achieving student and one lowachieving student. Each pair was given directions to adopt either mastery goals
(instructors told students to understand how to solve the problems) or performance
goals (instructors told students to solve it correctly). After they were given goals,
they needed to solve three story problems with their partner. The next day students
were asked to solve similar mathematics problems individually. The results showed
that low-achieving students who were given mastery goals self-monitored themselves
and increased their effort to use different strategies.

It is also evident that self-monitoring is very important to the learning process
because it allows students to check their own progress to make sure they are on the
right track. "Learning goals seem to encourage students to engage spontaneously in
self-evaluative and comprehension monitoring processes, whereas performance goals
tend to either discourage or at least fail to cue these processes" (Gabriele, 2007, p.
138).
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Students' Feelings toward Problem Solving
Students need to have self-confidence in order to be motivated to learn from
solving mathematical problems. If students are self-confident, they are more likely to
take risks and not be afraid of failure. Students who are afraid of failure are
commonly found in classrooms where those students who make mistakes are looked
down upon whole those students who excel are praised constantly (Turner, Meyer,
Midgley, & Patrick, 2003). Teachers need to give all students positive feedback and
let them know that making mistakes allows them to learn (Meyer, Turner, & Spencer,
1997). "Providing substantive feedback about competence and goal progress
increases self-efficacy, enhances interest and persistence, and increases intrinsic
motivation" (Schweinle, Meyer, & Turner, 2006, p. 272).
Another way to help students become self-confident and have a positive
outlook on mathematics is for teachers to create positive relationships with students.
Middle and high school students tend to have a more negative view of mathematics
than elementary students do (Eccles, Wigfield, Midgley, Reuman, MacIver, &
Feldlaufer, 1993). This difference may be due to the fact that, in middle and high
schools, the teachers see many more students every day, and they are less likely to
create the relationships with students like elementary teachers can. Mathematics
teachers who are kind and sensitive to students' needs and show enthusiasm for
mathematics can help students develop a positive attitude toward problem solving
(Schweinle, Meyer, & Turner, 2006). A positive attitude also comes from knowing
that mistakes are a part of learning (Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, & MacGyvers, 2000).
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Moreover, creating supportive relationships with students in order for students to be
comfortable and confident is very important in the classroom (Schweinle, Meyer, &
Turner, 2006).
Self-confidence and feeling toward mathematics are not the same for each
student and it helps if the teacher can detect the reason why the child is not motivated.
If a teacher knows the student's feelings toward mathematics the teacher can help that
student create a positive attitude. Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, and MacGyvers (2000) did
a study on how teachers perceive their students' motivation or lack of it. The
participants, seventeen fourth- through sixth-grade teachers and six selected students
from each of their classes, rated the motivation of the students or themselves four
times throughout the year. The results of the study indicated that teachers were
influenced by their thoughts about students at the beginning of the year. If the teacher
thought that the students had a negative attitude about math at the beginning of the
year, the teacher would not notice if their feelings had changed and become more
positive. The teacher just assumed that the students had the same negative attitude
toward mathematics as they did at the beginning of the year. In addition, there was a
weak correlation between the teachers' perceptions of the students and the students'
perceptions of themselves. "Teachers' failure to notice changes in students' self
confidence, goals, or feelings about mathematics may be frustrating or cause distress
in students" (Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, & MacGyvers, 2000, p. 329).
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Work Habits of Groups
There are many factors that influence the ability for a group to work together
successfully. Collaborative groups can only be successful if students are cooperative
and not competitive toward each other (Barron, 2003). Another important aspect of
group work is the number of students in each group. Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, and
Boh (2006) did a study in which they asked three questions pertaining to group size.
They wanted to know whether an increased number of students in a collaborative
group would increase the likelihood of the group's success in solving the
mathematical word problem than a lower number of students in a group. In addition,
the researchers wanted to analyze whether success increased with a certain number of
students per group and whether their ability to be successful would decrease if too
many students were in a group. Their hypothesis was that there would be significant
amount of improvement between two-person and three-person groups but then a
decrease in improvement with larger groups. The sample of the study consisted of
760 students from the University of Illinois. They were placed in groups of two,
three, four, and five, and there were individuals being compared as well. The
participants had to solve letter-to-numbers problems which were challenging
problems where they had to find a code in as few trials as possible.
The results showed that three, four, and five person groups did not differ
significantly on their ability to solve the problems. However, they did propose more
complex equations than the two-person groups and the individuals. Since threeperson groups performed with the same ability as larger groups, the authors of this
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study suggested that it is best to use three-person groups to be more efficient in terms
of "human and logistic resources" (Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, & Bob, 2006, p. 649).
Note that the results of the study did not support the hypothesis. As the number of
students in a group increased, it did not decrease their success in problem solving.
However, three or more students in a group were more successful than just one or two
(Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, & Bob, 2006).
Once the groups are set up, the capability for success can depend on the
groups' ability to work together. Barron (2000a) observed high achieving male sixthgraders working together. They were placed in two groups of three and observed by
videotaping. They were given materials such as a workbook and a storyboard to
solve a problem. After observing the boys, the researcher concluded that, in order to
have a successful collaborative group, the collaborative group needs to have "mutual
interaction, shared task alignment, and a degree of joint attention during solution
critical moments" (Barron, 2000a, p. 65). In other words, the students need to share
the responsibilities in the group and give each other the attention necessary to record
and create a solution. Successful collaborative groups listen and discuss all proposed
solutions, while unsuccessful groups ignore or reject one-third or less of the ideas by
other group members (Barron, 2003). Both successful and unsuccessful groups have
the ability to create solutions; however, unsuccessful groups do not work well enough
together to share and listen to ideas.
Students who self-monitor the different strategies they use to solve
mathematical word problems are often successful. Working in collaborative groups
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can help students monitor each other and therefore help them become more successful
as a group. Hart (1984) did a study on twelve seventh-graders to find out what
factors enhance their ability to solve word problems. The author put the participants
in groups and observed them as the groups solved four word problems. Hart stated,
"at no time did students overtly ask questions such as: Do I understand this problem?
What am I doing this for?" (Hart, 1984, p. 169). However, as a benefit from working
in a group, the students did monitor each other by challenging each others' thoughts
(Hart, 1984). Collaborative groups help students monitor each other and
performance goals can also help students self-monitor themselves.
In another study, Gabriele (2007) researched how performance goals impact
students' collaboration and how different goals affected the students' self-monitoring
abilities. Fourth and fifth-grade students were placed with a partner and asked to
solve problems. Half of the groups were not given particular instructions, while the
other half were encouraged to, "share their ideas and were told that if there were any
disagreements or ideas they did not understand, they should 'talk it out' so that the
answer they submitted made sense to both of them" (Gabriele, 2007, p. 129). Having
these goals, the students were more likely to self-evaluate or monitor themselves and,
in turn, be successful in solving the problem (Gabriele, 2007).
The learning environment teachers create can also affect how successful
students are in collaborative groups. Teachers need to observe the collaborative
groups to make sure they are on task and guide them in the right direction. By
questioning the students, teachers can help the collaborative group move forward in
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solving the problem without giving them the answer (Watson & Chick, 2001).
Teachers need to allow students to discuss ideas and explore different ways of solving
problems. If a teacher simply instructs a student to solve a problem in a certain way, it
is inhibiting the student to be challenged (Webb, Nemer, & Ing, 2006). Teachers
need to "model instruction that gives students responsibility for engaging in highlevel discourse, elaborating on their ideas and monitoring each other's
comprehension" (Webb, Nemer, & Ing, 2006, p. 114).
Assessing Collaborative Groups
It is important to consider if it is a possibility to assess group work effectively.

Noreen Webb (1993) did a study to examine the use of collaborative groups to assess
individuals' learning since there is growing importance for students to be able to
work in groups. Webb observed two seventh-grade mathematics courses taught by
the same teacher. The classes were given instruction on how to work together as a
collaborative group and practiced basic communication skills in order to help share
ideas. After the teacher modeled a few word problems to the classes, the students
worked in collaborative groups to solve different problems. The students were taperecorded, and each student was required to write out the work to the problem and the
answer. After ten days of working in collaborative groups, the students took
individual tests to see how well they understood the word problems. Webb examined
the work from students when they worked in groups and when they worked
individually. The group work was not a good indicator of how students would
perform individually. In a collaborative group, students were successful and used
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higher-level thinking skills but did not perform the same at the individual level. In
addition, unless the groups were closely observed, it was hard to tell by assessing
groups whether students understood the concepts or just copied the information from
the rest of the group. The results showed that students' work in a collaborative group
setting does not always indicate their ability to solve the problem as an individual
(Webb, 1993 ).
However, collaborative groups can be used to evaluate students' learning as
opposed to their individual competence (Cohen, Lotan, Abram, Scarloss, & Schultz
2002). Given the correct criteria used to evaluate their work, students can work
together in collaborative groups to create reflective products. In order to assess their
learning, it helps to have goals set up for the collaborative group so that they know
what is expected of them. Problem solving criteria gives accountability to the
students and the teacher in a way that allows the process of learning to be assessed
(Cohen, Lotan, Abram, Scarloss, & Schultz 2002).
Retention and Applying Skills to Individual Work
It has been shown that when groups work together to solve a problem, they

create more complex and thoughtful solutions. However, what the students learn
while working in collaborative groups is more important than obtaining the correct
solution. During the time students work together, they should be learning new skills
and strategies. The ability for individuals to retain those skills and be able to recreate
a similar solution is essential. Barron (2000b) researched the potential of students to
transfer knowledge from group work to individual work. It was hypothesized that
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students would benefit from group discussions and be able to utilize that knowledge
while participating in individual tasks at a greater level than students who never
worked in a group setting.
Barron split the study into three sessions. First, the students watched a video
and were given a mathematical problem. Then the students either worked in a
collaborative group to solve the problem or individually. The next day all of the
students were asked to solve a similar problem individually. Results showed that the
students who worked in teams had a higher score individually than those who worked
alone for all of the sessions. Therefore, peer collaboration leaves a lot of potential
for students to achieve individual learning while creating quality work together
(Barron 2000b ).
Not only do students increase their individual knowledge by working together
but they retain the information as well. Phelps and Damon (1989) examined whether
or not students working together could make significant gains in their understanding
of mathematics. They also wanted to see if these gains continue over time. The study
involved a two-year experiment with 152 fourth-graders, who were placed in four
groups with different experimental conditions. Year one used three groups: a
mathematics-problem group, spatial-perspective group, and a control group. All
groups were given the same mathematical tasks (rote learning skills and proportion
problems) and spatial reasoning tasks (constructing models and spatial perspective
problems). The mathematics group was given peer interventions to help with
mathematics tasks, while the spatial group was given peer interventions to help with
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spatial reasoning tasks. The control group did not work with peers at all. During the
second year, new problems were given that required higher level thinking skills.
Another control group was added that did not get to work with peers while the first
control group now had peer interventions.
The results showed that students who participated in peer-collaboration
showed "significantly greater learning gains than children in the control group on
tasks requiring problem solving" (Phelps & Damon, 1989, p. 644). However, there
was little difference in performance for rote learning skills. Peer collaboration does
have a lasting effect on the abilities of students to solve challenging mathematical
problems (Phelps & Damon, 1989).
Summary
The research reviewed above shows that students' motivation for problem
solving is an extremely important factor in order to learn mathematical skills.
Students need to be intrinsically motivated to learn and have a positive attitude
toward mathematics in order for them to actively participate in problem solving. If
students have had negative experiences in mathematics in the past, they can bring
"baggage" to the classroom that needs to be reversed (Stipek, Salmon, Givvin,
Kazemi, Saxe, & MacGyvers, 1998). In addition, teachers need to build a supportive
environment where students have a positive affect and mastery goals, to learn from
problem solving.
Taken together, the results from previous research show that collaborative
problem solving is effective in the classroom if used efficiently. Students need to
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communicate ideas with peers in order to intellectually grow. Similarly, in the real
world, adults need to work together in order to solve problems in all different areas of
life. Using problem solving in the classroom can increase students' ability to work
with others and share ideas. These skills can help them in the future when they are
doing tasks in their occupation. In the classroom, students need to be guided on how
to work together by the teacher (Barron, 2006) and need to be assessed individually
as well as by how a collaborative group is learning together (Webb, 1993). The
process of learning is just as important as obtaining the correct answer.
Further studies can be conducted on collaborative groups and problem solving
skills. A study to determine how frequent problem solving skills can be taught in the
classroom to help students succeed in mathematical word problems would be
beneficial. Although studies have shown that students do not benefit from group
settings in solving rote mathematical concepts, only in higher-level problem solving
skills (Phelps & Damon 1989), more research can be done to determine what types of
problems are beneficial in the group setting. Also, it would be helpful to find out how
children should be grouped in problem solving settings heterogeneously, by gender,
or any other combinations. Another study might research whether using collaborative
groups help students feel more confident in solving word problems and therefore
attempt them more often individually.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Introduction
This study addressed whether using collaborative groups to teach problem
solving would affect students' motivation and anxiety toward mathematics. There are
many strategies for teaching mathematical problem solving; however, teachers and
administrators feel that problem solving is not adequately taught in order for students
to become more successful in problem solving. In addition, to learn these skills,
students need to be motivated to solve problems intrinsically and for their own
benefit. However, there continues to be a problem with students not wanting to
participate in mathematical word problems because it requires high level thinking
skills. In the classroom, when students are asked to participate in solving
mathematical word problems, they often begin to have a negative attitude and anxiety
toward the process of solving mathematical word problems.
In order to help students become motivated to learn from mathematical word
problems, this research analyzed whether or not sixth-grade students' self-confidence
toward mathematical word problems increased and if the students developed mastery
or performance goals toward mathematical word problems, if they were able to work
in collaborative groups to learn problem solving strategies. Since it is difficult to
assess individuals working in collaborative groups, this study gave individual
assessments after a period of mathematical problem solving instruction. Two sixthgrade math classes received instruction in two different ways. One class was
instructed individually, while the other class was instructed in collaborative groups.
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This study examined whether working in collaborative groups helped motivate
students to take risks while solving word problems and to not give up when the
process got challenging.
Anxiety toward mathematics also affects how students learn in the
mathematics classroom. Therefore, this study also analyzed whether students who
worked in collaborative groups would have less anxiety toward mathematical word
problems than those students who learned problem solving skills individually. This
chapter describes the research design, setting, participants, instruments, procedure,
and data analysis.
Design
The study involved two sixth-grade math classes. One class served as the
experimental group, while the other class was the control group. Both groups received
the same instructional materials about problem solving in a three week period but
were instructed in two different ways. The experimental group solved mathematical
word problems in collaborative groups, while the control group solved mathematical
word problems individually. After the instruction, all students were given two word
problem assessments that they took individually. These assessments were used to
determine how well they understood and solved the word problems and whether or
not they were motivated to solve word problems. In addition, the students took a
survey to establish how they felt about problem solving. The survey consisted of
fifteen Likert scale items.
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The researcher used "matching-only," a quantitative quasi-experimental
design, in this study. Matching-only design calls for participants to be matched on
certain variables rather than randomly assigned. Students in both classes in this study
had to test into the mathematics course. Therefore, the experimental and control
groups are matched on the fact that all students exhibit similar mathematical skills
prior to this research. However, in the matching-only design the researcher is not
always certain that the students in the study match for other variables. The researcher
was not certain about the problem solving skills of the experimental and control
groups before the study took place. During a three-week period, the experimental and
control groups will be given instruction on how to solve mathematical word problems
in order for them to be matched on this variable.
Setting
This study took place at a suburban public middle school in Southern
California. The district oversaw 58 schools, 12 of which being middle schools in the
year 2007-2008. The total number of students in the district was 50,672, and it had a
96.5% graduation rate the prior year. In the district, 67.1% of the students were
Caucasian, 18% were Hispanic, 5.1% were Asian, 1.3% were African American,
0.3% were American Indian, and 0.2% were Pacific Islander.
At the school site there were 1,162 students in grades six through eight in the
2007-2008 school year, including 381 sixth-graders. The teaching staff consisted of
50 teachers with full credentials, and there were two full-time administrators as well
as one part-time administrator. The middle school had a mixture of low, middle, and
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high-income families, and 7.5% of the students were socio-economically
disadvantaged. The population of the middle school was 66.3% Caucasian, 11.5%
Asian, 11.2% Hispanic, and 2.8% African American. The school was opened in 1999
and has well-designed facilities.
Participants

The participants were two high-performing sixth-grade Pre-Algebra classes.
Each class consisted of 34 advanced students, who tested into the higher-level course.
The experimental group had 13 females and 20 males and was in the morning from
10:04 am to 10:56 am everyday. The control group had 10 females and 22 males and
was in the afternoon from 2:33pm to 3:25pm. The participants in the experimental
group involved 25 white, 3 Korean, 1 Hispanic, 1 Chinese, 1 African American, and 3
students were other Asian nationalities. In the control group, the participants were 24
white, 5 Korean, 1 Filipino, 1 American Indian, 1 Cambodian, 1 Pacific Islander, and
1 student declined to state.
Table 1 shows the scores of the two classes on both a district standardized test
(CORE) and a state standardized test (CST) in Spring 2007. The CORE test was a
district-designed standardized test administered in Fall and Spring in order to track
growth of students. The CST was a state-designed standardized test and was
administered only in the Spring to evaluate students learning.
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Table 1
Students' Scores on the Standardized Tests

Experimental Group
CORE
CST
4
238
238
5
239
5
239
5
241
5
241
5
241
5
5
242
5
243
244
5
244
5
5
244
244
5
5
244
5
246
5
246
247
5
247
5
5
248
5
248
5
248
5
249
5
249
5
250
5
251
5
251
5
253
5
253
5
255
5
255
5
256
5
257
5
258
5
263

Control Group
CORE
CST
234
5
238
5
239
5
241
5
241
5
242
5
243
5
244
5
244
4
246
5
246
5
247
5
247
5
247
5
248
5
248
5
248
5
248
5
248
5
248
5
249
5
249
5
249
5
249
5
250
5
250
5
253
5
254
5
254
5
255
5
255
5
258
5
258
5
5
261
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Tables 2 and 3 show the mean and standard deviation of each class on both
the CORE and the CST tests. Table 2 contains the CORE scores and shows that the
experimental group had an average of 24 7.41 with a standard deviation of 6.2 and the
control group had an average of 247.97 with a standard deviation of 5.8. This shows
that the two groups had a similar average and that the scores of the experimental
group were slightly more varied than the scores of the control group. In addition,
Table 1 shows that each class had 33 students who received a 5 on the CST (which
means "Advanced") and only one student in each class received a 4 ("Proficient").
Table 3 shows that both the experimental and control groups had the same mean and
standard deviation on the scores of the CST standardized test.
Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations ofStudents' Scores on the CORE Test
Group

Mean

Standard Deviation

Experimental

247.41

6.2

Control

247.97

5.8

Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations ofStudents' Scores on the CST Test
Group

Mean

Standard Deviation

Experimental

4.97

0.17

Control

4.97

0.17
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Table 4 shows the academic performance of the experimental and control
groups in the Pre-Algebra class before the study took place. The academic
performance is based on how the students performed in the class before this study
took place. The mean of the student percentages in the experimental group was
90.5% with a standard deviation of 3.8. The control group had a mean of 89.7% with
a standard deviation of 5.0. Therefore, the experimental group was less varied than
the control group in their academic performance in the advanced mathematics class.
The means differed by 0.8% between the experimental and the control group.
Therefore, the two groups were very similar in terms of their mathematical
performance.
Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations ofStudents' Scores in the Pre-Algebra Course
Group

Mean

Standard Deviation

Experimental

90.5

3.8

Control

89.7

5.0

Instructional Materials
The instructional materials were three activities used to teach the two classes
how to solve mathematical word problems. The first activity was a teacher-directed
lesson on how to change word problems into equations. Both experimental and
control groups were given a word problem to solve together as a class (see Appendix
A). First the teacher explained to the students that in order to start solving the
problem, the problem solver must know what the problem is asking. The class was
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guided through rewording the problem with the students' own words in order to
understand for what the students need to solve for. Then the teacher discussed with
both experimental and control groups the important information that could be used to
create an expression. The class came up with different expressions that could be used
to successfully solve the word problem. Once the students came up with an answer,
the teacher directed them to self-monitor it. The students had to explain in words
why their answer made sense.
After the lesson, the students were given four mathematical word problems to
solve in order to practice the strategies taught by the teacher. The experimental group
worked with peers, and the control group worked individually. After the students
finished the practice problems, the class as a whole went over the answers and
strategies used to solve the problems. A guided discussion with the students allowed
the teacher to discuss how there are multiple ways to solve word problems.
The second activity was a challenging mathematical word problem (see
Appendix A). This problem was similar to the previous practice problems but
required higher level thinking skills to solve. Again, the control group worked
individually, and the experimental group worked with peers. While the students
solved this problem, they had to complete a worksheet (see Appendix A) where they
had to rewrite the problem, solve the problem, and then explain how they knew their
answer was correct. After students had an opportunity to solve the problem, the class
as a whole went through the different strategies to solve the mathematical word
problem.
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The third activity was the same as the second activity for the control group but
with a different mathematical word problem (see Appendix A); however, the
experimental group did their group work differently. The students first had to try to
solve the problem as individuals for 10 minutes, then the students were put into a
group to work together to solve the problem for 10 minutes, and then the students
were placed in different groups to continue working on the problem. The
experimental group had to record their work on a worksheet (see Appendix A) for
each stage of the activity. In their last group, they had to come up with an answer and
explain why they felt their answer was correct. After students had an opportunity to
solve the problem, the class as a whole went through the different strategies to solve
the mathematical word problem for both the control group and the experimental
group.
Instruments
Mathematical word problem assessments. Students' performance on two

mathematical word problem assessments was an indicator of how well the students
were motivated to solve word problems. The first assessment consisted of four
mathematical word problems: two problems resembled the practice word problems,
and two problems were more challenging (see Appendix B). This assessment was
given as a quiz in the class; therefore, the students knew that it counted as a large
portion of their grade.
For each of the four problems, students received five points for the correct
answer, with a correct strategy and the work shown. If they did not provide the
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correct answer, they received one point for every strategy they attempted. For
instance, if they tried one expression, realized it did not work, and then began another
expression, they would receive two points.
After the first word problem assessment the students were given another
assessment in the form of a homework assignment. This assessment consisted of four
word problems, similar to those on the first word problem assessment. Due to the
fact that it was a homework assignment, the students knew that it was not a large part
of their grade. This assessment was graded in the same way as the first mathematical
word problem assessment.
Mathematics anxiety survey. After the mathematical word problem

instruction and the assessments, the students were given a survey (see Appendix B).
The survey was a tool to provide information as to how the students felt about word
problems. The survey was created by the researcher and consisted of fifteen
questions. For each question, the students had to rate their feelings from one to four:
"one" meaning they strongly disagreed, "two" meaning they disagreed, "three"
meaning they agreed, and "four" meaning they strongly agreed. The survey did not
ask for a name, so the students were able to be honest without feeling that it would
reflect in their grade.
Procedure

Prior to the study taking place, the research was approved by the IRB board at
California State University, San Marcos. Since the study was a low level risk to the
participants, it was considered "exempt". The participants' identities were protected
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since they did not write their name on the survey, and the names on the assessment
would not be used. In addition, the instruction given to the students would be in line
with the California standards; therefore, the study did not take away from the normal
classroom education.
The two Pre-Algebra classes were given the same instructional materials;
however, the experimental group was divided into eleven collaborative groups. Ten
of the groups consisted of three students, and one group consisted of four students.
During the instruction, the groups were allowed to discuss new strategies. When they
were doing practice word problems during the first activity, they were allowed to
work together in order to solve the mathematical word problems. In the second
activity, which involved a challenging word problem, the students were given fifty
minutes to work together and try to come up with a solution. The students were
encouraged to be respectful and listen to each other's ideas. They were also
instructed to make sure everyone in the group understood how to solve the
mathematical word problem on their own. During the third activity, the students were
also asked to solve a challenging word problem. When solving this word problem,
they started individually solving it then worked with two other groups of peers in
order to create a solution for the problem. Each individual had to complete a
worksheet, which showed the steps they took in solving the word problem.
The control group did not have the opportunity to work with peers. These
students were given the same instructions and the same practice problems; however,
they had to solve the mathematical word problems individually. They were unable to
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ask other students in the class for help. In addition, the students had to try the
challenging problems in the second and third lesson plan individually. The control
group also had to complete a worksheet describing the steps they took to solve the
problem and why the solution made sense.
Over a three-week time span, each of the instructional activities was given
during an entire class period, or fifty minutes. After the instructional materials were
completed, the students took both of the mathematical word problem assessments.
Both the experimental and control groups took these assessments individually. The
students were told that they only had to attempt the first three problems and that the
fourth problem was optional. However, the participants were also told that the fourth
problem would help them be prepared for future mathematical word problems.
During the first word problem assessment, the students were given fifty minutes to
complete the mathematical word problems and then the teacher collected all of the
assessments. During the second word problem assessment, the students were able to
take the assignment home to work on the four word problems.
After the participants took the mathematical word problem assessments, they
were given the word problem survey. The students were not allowed to put their
name on the survey in order to stress the importance of honesty. In addition, the
students were encouraged to take their time and not communicate with other students
about each other's answers. The students turned in the surveys to a table at the front
of the classroom so the teacher did not know who turned in the survey.
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Analysis of Data
The researcher collected quantitative data from both the mathematical word
problem assessments and the anxiety survey. A grading rubric for the mathematical
word problem assessments was created prior to the students completing the
assessment. For each problem they solved correctly, they received five points. For
the problems that the students did not provide a correct answer for, a point was given
for each strategy the students attempted. The researcher gave each student the
number of points they earned on the first three problems to find how motivated the
students were to solve these problems. In addition, the researcher gave separate
points for the optional fourth problem. Since students did not need to solve this
problem, the researcher determined whether students had intrinsic motivation toward
solving word problems by giving them the same breakdown of points as the first three
problems but in a separate category. If they tried the problem, it could mean they
wanted to learn from the problem and therefore have mastery goals as opposed to
performance goals.
The researcher used the t-test for independent samples to examine whether the
difference between the two groups was statistically significant. By using the t-test,
the researcher compared the two classes and the effects of collaborative groups on
students' motivation to solve problems. If the p-value was smaller than 0.05, then the
researcher would assume that the findings were not by "chance." In addition, a
double bar graph was created in order to show the actual distribution of the scores
from both the experimental and control groups. The bars in the bar graph show how
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many students (y-axis) received each score (x-axis) from the word problem
assessment for both groups. In addition, three separate bar graphs were created for
each problem on the word problem assessment. This graph shows the breakdown of
points that the students received for both the experimental and control groups. The xaxis is the score received on the problem, from zero to five, and they-axis is the
number of students that received that score.
A t-test for independent samples was also conducted to compare the two
groups of students in terms of their level of motivation for solving word problems,
which was based on the students' scores of the fourth problem of the word problem
assessment. This test examined whether there was a statistically significant
difference on the effect of collaborative groups toward creating mastery goals in
students. Again, a double bar graph was created using information from both groups
and the scores the students received on the assessment. The x-axis is the possible
scores, and they-axis is the number of students who received that score.
In addition to the word problem assessments, quantitative data was collected
from the researcher-created Likert-scale survey. The researcher analyzed how
collaborative groups affected the feelings of students toward mathematical word
problems. Bar graphs for each item on the survey were created comparing the
responses of the control group and the experimental group. The x-axis for each bar
graph is the possible score (one through four), and they-axis is the number of
students who chose that answer. In addition, the researcher used a t-test for
independent samples to determine if there was a statistically significant difference
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between the two groups. The results showed whether collaborative groups helped
students feel less anxious about solving mathematical word problems.
Limitations

The fact that this study did not use pre-assessments to verify the homogeneity
of the two groups' problem solving skills could be a limiting factor. Although the
students were all considered advanced in mathematical skills, it does not necessarily
mean they have the same problem solving skills. In order to address this limitation,
the same instruction was given and strategies were taught to both the experimental
and control groups.
In addition, the treatment period in the study was only three weeks; therefore,
the research findings cannot be over-generalized. Future research might follow these
students for a longer period of time to see how motivated they become with word
problems. A study that allows for a longer time period may be able to see how
collaborative groups help students retain problem solving skills and positive attitudes
toward mathematical word problems.
Honesty also played a factor in this study. If students did not express their
true feelings about word problems in the survey, the results may have been affected.
Sometimes students do not read the survey questions carefully or do not care enough
about the study to be honest. In order to address this limitation, the surveys were
anonymous, and students' responses were kept confidential.
Another limitation to this study is the fact that two existing classes were used
rather than a random sample. Therefore, students from other schools or classrooms
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may not have been accurately represented in this study. In other words, readers
should be cautious when applying the finding of the study to other groups of students
in a different learning context than that of this study. Studies that select students
randomly from different schools may be more useful in analyzing how collaborative
groups affect motivation and anxiety toward mathematical word problems.
The final limitation is that the word problem assessments may not have
measured motivation correctly. The researcher-created assessments may not have
been valid or reliable. No previous research had used these instruments to prove the
reliability of them.
Summary
In order to examine whether collaborative groups could motivate students to
attempt challenging word problems, this study compared students' problem solving
behaviors and anxiety about mathematical word problems between two sixth grade
classes. Both classes were instructed on problem solving skills; however, the
experimental group was able to work in collaborative groups, while the control group
worked individually. Each group was instructed over a three-week time period
during four and a half class sessions. After the instruction, both the experimental and
control groups were given two word problem assessments and a survey measuring
perceived anxiety toward mathematical word problems. Bar graph comparisons and a
series oft-tests were conducted to examine the effects of collaborative grouping on
students' motivation for and anxiety about mathematical word problems. The
findings of this study can help determine if collaborative groups should be used in
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middle school mathematics' classrooms to intrinsically motivate students and to
decrease their anxiety toward challenging mathematical word problems.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
This chapter presents the findings from the three week study on whether
teaching problem solving in collaborative groups would have an effect on students'
intrinsic motivation and/or their anxiety toward solving word problems. An
experimental group was taught word problem skills in collaborative groups while the
control group was not allowed to work with peers. Quantitative data was collected
and analyzed in order to answer the research questions:
1. Is there a difference in the level of motivation for solving mathematics
word problems between students who learn to solve problems
collaboratively and those who learn to solve problems individually?
2. Is there a difference in perceived anxiety about mathematics word
problems between these two groups?
In order to investigate research question number one, the researcher gave two
word problem assessments to both groups. Data was collected on how motivated the
students were to solve the word problems. The assessments were scored depending on
how many different strategies students used to solve the word problems. An optional
word problem was given for each of the assessments to determine how many students
would attempt the problem in order to learn from it.
In order to explore research question number two, the researcher gave a
survey with a 4-point Likert Scale to both the experimental and control groups.
Quantitative data was obtained regarding the students' attitude and anxiety toward
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mathematical word problems. Students' answers on the survey questions were given
numerical values and then analyzed.
Descriptive statistics of the variables were first calculated, including means,
standard deviations, maximums, and minimums. Then the data for both research
questions was analyzed using t-tests for independent samples. Bar graphs were also
created to organize and study the results from the mathematical word problem
assessments and survey. Each research question's results from the data analysis are
provided in this chapter.
Effort Toward Solving Word Problems by Using Multiple Strategies
The two word problem assessments consisted of three mathematical word
problems that the students were required to solve and one problem that was optional.
Both the experimental and control groups took the assessments after instruction was
given to them on how to solve word problems. The experimental group was taught in
collaborative groups and the control group was taught as individuals. One of the
assessments was given in class as a quiz and the other assessment was given as a
homework assignment.
The three mandatory questions on the mathematical word problem
assessments were scored based on the effort the students put into solving the word
problems. For each question the student answered correctly, they were given five
points. For each problem they got wrong, they were given one point for each strategy
they attempted. The data shown in Table 5 suggests that the experimental group's
scores and the control group's scores did not differ significantly on the first
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assessment. The mean of the experimental group was 13.31 with a standard
deviation of 2.43, while the control group had a mean of 13.17 and a standard
deviation of 2.93. Therefore, the means of both groups were very similar. At-test for
independent samples was conducted, and the results show that there was not a
significant difference between these two means (t = 0.85, df = 66, p

= 0.41 ).

For that

reason, the two groups did not perform statistically differently on the first assessment.
Table 5
Comparison of Experimental Group's versus Control Group's First Assessment
Scores
N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Max

Min

Experimental Group

34

13.31

2.43

15

7

Control Group

34

13.17

2.93

15

3

t-test (two-tailed)

t = 0.85

df=66

p = 0.41

The second mathematical word problem assessment was taken home as a
homework assignment, and the first three questions on the assessment were analyzed.
Again, the data in Table 6 suggest that the experimental and control groups' scores
did not differ significantly. The mean of the experimental group was 11 with a
standard deviation of 2.74, while the control group had a mean of 12 with a standard
deviation of 2.85. The control group's mean was higher than the experimental
group's mean, however, not by a large amount. At-test for independent samples was
conducted, and the results show that there was not a significant difference between
these two means (t = 1.69, df = 66, p = 0.08). Therefore, the performance of the
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experimental and control groups, on the second assessment, were not statistically
different.
Table 6

Comparison of Experimental versus Control Groups' Second Assessment Scores
N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Max

Min

Experimental Group

34

11

2.74

15

3

Control Group

34

12

2.85

15

7

t-test (two-tailed)

t = 1.69

df=66

p

=0.08

The mathematical word problem assessments had questions based on
mathematical concepts the students had already learned in the Pre-Algebra course.
The students could have used a variety of strategies to solve the problems. Figure 1
shows the number of students in the experimental group and control group who
answered each question correctly on the first assessment. The bar graph breaks down
the data into question one, question two, and question three. The data on the figure
suggests that both the experimental and control groups were very similar in the
number of students that answered the question correctly.

For each question, one

more student in the experimental group got the answer correct than in the control
group. However, the experimental group did not perform at a significantly higher
level than the control group.
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Figure I. Number of students who answered questions correctly on the first

assessment in the experimental and control groups.
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In the second assessment, the data was different from the first assessment
because the control group actually solved more problems correctly than the
experimental group. Figure 2 shows the number of students in the experimental and
control groups who got question one, question two and question three correct on the
assessment. In the control group, 3 more students got question number one correct
than the experimental group and 5 more students answered correctly on question
number three than the experimental group. Both the control and experimental groups
had 30 students who answered question number two correctly. Therefore, working in
collaborative groups did not help the experimental group perform better on the second
assessment.
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Figure 2. Number of students who got questions correct on the second assessment in

the experimental group and control group.
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In the word problem instruction materials, it was emphasized that the students
needed to check to see if their answer made sense and if it did not, they were
instructed to attempt a different strategy. There were many different strategies that
could be used, such as write an equation, draw a picture, make a chart, guess and
check, and so forth. Table 7 shows the number of students who used one, two, or
three different strategies while solving one or more of the questions on the first
mathematical word problem assessment. II students out of 34 used two strategies in
the experimental group and only 7 out of 34 students used two strategies in the
control group. No student in either group tried three strategies. Four more students
in the experimental group used two different strategies than the control group.
However, the majority of both groups used only one strategy to solve the word
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problems and did not attempt to try another strategy even if their answer did not make
sense.
Table 7

Number of Students Who Used Multiple Strategies during the First Assessment
1 strategy

2 strategies

3 strategies

Experimental Group

23

11

0

Control Group

27

7

0

During the second assessment, students were asked to use multiple strategies
to solve the word problems as well. Table 8 suggests that there was not a significant
difference between the two groups. Only two more students in the experimental group
used multiple strategies than in the control group. The majority of the students in
both groups used only one strategy even if they did not get the correct answer on the
word problem.
Table 8

Number of Students Who Used Multiple Strategies during the Second Assessment
1 strategy

2 strategies

3 strategies

Experimental Group

26

8

0

Control Group

28

6

0

Looking at the data above, there is not a significant difference between the
experimental and control groups in their use of multiple strategies to solve word
problems. Using multiple strategies can show that students are motivated to check
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their work and make sure their answer is correct. The data on both the assessments
shows that students who were taught problem solving skills in collaborative groups
are not more motivated to solve word problems than the students in the control group.

Motivation toward Solving Word Problems by Attempting Optional Problems
A fourth problem was given on each of the two mathematical word problem
assessments. This problem was optional for the students to solve. The purpose was
to determine if the students in the experimental group would have more intrinsic
motivation toward word problems than the control group. Both groups were told that
they did not have to solve the problem, but if they did solve it, it would help toward
solving future word problems.
The first assessment was given during class time and presented as a quiz.
Figure 3 shows that on this assessment, twelve students in the experimental group
attempted the optional word problem and nine students got the problem correct. In
the control group, only four students attempted the word problem and three students
got the problem correct. Therefore, more students in the experimental group tried the
problem and got it correct than the control group. A chi-square test was conducted in
order to determine if the proportion of students who attempted the optional word
problem in the experimental group was significantly different than that in the control
group. The results showed that the chi-square value was 5.24 with a degree of
freedom of 1 and the p-value was 0.26. Therefore, the proportion of students in the
experimental group who attempted the optional problem was not statistically greater
than the proportion of students in the control group who attempted the problem.
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Figure 3. The number of students who attempted and answered the optional problem
correctly in both the experimental and control groups during the first assessment.
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However, the second assessment did not show the same results on the optional
question. The second mathematical word problem assessment was given as a
homework assignment, and the students were given an optional word problem.
Figure 4 shows that 20 students in the experimental group attempted the word
problem and 16 students answered the question correctly. Similar to the experimental
group, 19 students in the control group attempted the optional question and 16
students answered correctly. Therefore, the control group had only one less student
attempt the word problem than the experimental group. A chi-square test was
conducted to compare the proportion of students who attempted the word problem in
the experimental group to the proportion of students who conducted the word
problem in the control group. The chi-square value was 0.06 with 1 degree of
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freedom and the p-val ue was close to 1.0. The difference of the proportion of students
who attempted the optional word problem were not statistically significant.
Figure 4. The number of students who attempted and answered correctly the optional

problem in both the experimental and control groups during the second assessment.
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The first assessment shows a significant difference between the two groups
for the optional problem while the second assessment does not. The inconsistency
between the data shows that there is not a significant correlation between teaching
word problems in collaborative groups and the students' intrinsic motivation toward
solving word problems.
The researcher combined the results from both of the assessments to see if
there was a statistical difference between the experimental and control groups'
students who attempted the optional word problem. A chi-square test was conducted,
and the results show that there was not a significant difference between the proportion
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of students who attempted the optional problems in the experimental and control
groups (chi-square= 2.47, df= l,p = 0.65).
Anxiety toward Word Problems
After both assessments, the experimental and control groups were given a
survey about how they felt toward problem solving. The survey had 15 statements.
For each statement, the students could circle 1 (Strongly Disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3
(Agree), or 4 (Strongly Agree). The numerical values were added up. The lower the
score, the less anxiety the student had toward problem solving. This is the case since
the statements were written in a negative form, such as, "I feel panicky when I try to
solve an important word problem." If students circled 1 (Strongly Disagree), then
they would not have anxiety toward word problems because they did not feel panicky.
One statement was said in the positive form, "I feel confident and relaxed while
solving word problems." For this statement, the opposite number of points was
given to this particular statement since it was written in the positive form instead of
the negative form. For example, when a student circled 3 then 2 points were added to
the student's score and when a student circled 1 then 4 points were added to the score.
Table 9 shows that the experimental group had a lower mean (m = 27, sd = 7.68) than
the control group (m = 35, sd = 9.24). In addition, the experimental group had less
variance than the control group. To compare these two means, a t-test for
independent samples was conducted. The results reveal that the t-value is 2.73 with
66 degrees of freedom. The p-value was less than 0.001, which indicated that the
difference is statistically significant.
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Table 9

Survey Results of Experimental and Control Group
N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Max

Min

Experimental Group

34

27

7.68

47

15

Control Group

34

35

9.24

54

18

=2.73

d/=66

p < 0.001

t-test (two-tailed)

t

The survey consisted of 15 different statements that all related to how students
felt about mathematical word problems. The first statement on the survey was the
only positive statement and stated, "I feel confident and relaxed while solving word
problems." Figure 5 shows the frequency of answers to this question for both the
experimental and control groups. The experimental group had more positive
responses to the question than the control group. Two more students in the control
group "strongly agree" with this statement than the experimental group. One student
from the control group said they "strongly disagreed" with the statement, in contrast
to the experimental group where no student said that. These results suggest that the
experimental group had less anxiety toward mathematical word problems than the
control group.
Unlike the first statement on the survey, the rest of the statements were stated
in a negative way toward word problems. For instance, statement two says, "While
solving word problems, I have an uneasy, upset feeling." Students' responses to this
question suggested that the experimental group had less anxiety toward mathematical
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word problems than the control group. As a response to this statement, 16 students in
the experimental group strongly disagreed with this statement while only 11 students
strongly disagreed in the control group. Figure 6 shows the total number of times
each response, 1, 2, 3, or 4, was circled for all questions, except the first question.
This figure suggests that the experimental group had less anxiety because the students
in this group strongly disagreed 219 times while the control group only circled
"strongly disagreed" 129 times. The control group strongly agreed with the
statements 77 times, meaning that they were agreeing to feelings of panic, uneasiness,
jitters, and so forth. In contrast, the students in the experimental group only circled
"strongly agree" 33 times.
Figure 5. Students' responses toward statement 1 on the survey.
"I feel confident and relaxed while solving
word problems."
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Figure 6. Total number of times each number was circled.
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One form of anxiety comes from being afraid of failure. When students are
afraid of receiving a bad grade or failing, they have anxiety toward solving word
problems. One of the statements on the survey was, "During word problems, I find
myself thinking about the consequences of failing." Figure 7 shows that the
experimental group was less afraid of failing than the control group. In the
experimental group, 27 students strongly disagreed or disagreed with that statement
while only 7 students agree or strongly agreed. In the control group, only 16 students
strongly disagreed or disagreed while 18 students agree or strongly agreed.
Therefore, students in the control group were more afraid of failure than students in
the experimental group.
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Figure 7. Students' responses toward one statement on the survey.
"During word problems, I find myself thinking about the
consequences of failing."
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Table 10 shows the frequency of responses for each question on the survey for
the experimental and the control groups. A list of the questions contained in the
survey is shown in Appendix B. This table shows that on only two questions did the
control group have more students say strongly disagree than in the experimental
group. On only one question did the experimental group have more students answer
"strongly agree" than the control group. Overall, the data shows the experimental
group's students answered "strongly disagree" and "disagree" more often than the
control group's students.
The anxiety survey data showed that the experimental group had less anxiety
toward word problems than the control group. The p-value of less than 0.001
suggested that there was a statistically significant difference between the anxiety of
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the students in the two groups. Interpreting the individual questions suggested that

the experimental group had less anxiety toward mathematical word problems than the
control group.
Table 10

Frequency of Responses for Each Question on the Survey
Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree
EG

Strongly Agree

#

EG

CG

EG

CG

2

17

11

15

11

3

17

4

8

12

7

8

4

18

12

12

14

3

6

5

7

3

17

10

9

16

1

5

6

14

10

14

13

4

6

2

5

7

17

8

10

13

6

6

8

17

7

10

12

5

10

2

5

9

9

10

13

8

11

12

3

4

10

9

12

19

6

4

9

2

7

11

18

7

10

15

4

8

2

4

12

11

8

13

6

5

10

5

10

13

18

9

9

7

2

6

5

12

14

22

17

7

10

2

5

3

2

15

25

11

4

13

2

7

3

3

CG

EG

CG
1

11
2

10
2

7

Summary
The results of the study showed that there was not a significant difference in
motivation toward solving word problems between the experimental and control
groups, but there was a significant difference in perceived anxiety toward word
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problems between the two groups. Students' responses on the two mathematical
word problem assessments suggested that the groups were similar in their motivation
toward problem solving. Each group used similar numbers of strategies on the
problems. In addition, the experimental group did show a significant greater number
of attempts toward solving the optional problem than the control group on the first
assessment. However, on the second assessment there was not a significant
difference between the number of students who attempted the optional problem in the
experimental and control groups. On the topic of anxiety toward mathematical word
problems, there was statistical evidence that suggested that collaborative groups did
affect the anxiety of students. Students in the experimental group had more positive
attitudes toward word problems than the control group did. Therefore, teaching word
problem skills collaboratively can reduce the anxiety of students but it does not have
an effect on students' motivation for solving challenging word problems.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Recommendations

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to test whether or not students' motivation and
anxiety toward word problems would be affected by learning problem solving skills
in collaborative groups. Students in mathematics courses usually do not like to solve
word problems; they solve the problems just to get a good grade, not to learn from the
process. The researcher took two sixth grade classes and taught skills to solve word
problems to the students in two different settings. The experimental group was taught
in collaborative groups while the control group learned as individuals. However, both
groups were taught using the same instructional materials. After a three-week
instruction period, two word problem assessments and a survey were given to the two
groups.
This research focused on two research questions related to how students are
affected by collaborative groups in mathematics. The two word problem assessments
data was analyzed to determine if using collaborative groups to teach word problems
would help students gain intrinsic motivation. The survey was used to establish
whether collaborative groups alleviate anxiety toward mathematical word problems.
Chapter Four compiled the data and presented the results from the study. This
chapter discusses the findings and presents conclusions based on the findings in
Chapter Four. In addition, this chapter analyzes the future implications of the study,
discusses the limitations that were present in the study, and offers recommendations
for future research on collaborative problem solving based on the results of this study.
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Summary of Results
Research question one. Is there a difference in the level of motivation for
solving mathematics word problems between students who learn to solve problems
collaboratively and those who learn to solve problems individually? The two
mathematical word problem assessments were used to answer the first research
question. In both assessments, there was not a significant difference in the scores of
the experimental and control groups. On the first assessment, the experimental
group's mean score was 13.31, while the control group's mean score was 13.17. The
difference between the two means (0.14) was not statistically significant (t = 0.85, df

=66, p = 0.41). On the second assessment, the experimental group's mean score was
11, while the control group's mean score was 12. The control group actually
performed better than the experimental group; however, the difference between the
two means (1.0) was not statistically significant (t = 1.69, df = 66, p

=0.08).

The students in both the experimental and control groups performed similarly
in the number of strategies they used on both of the assessments. The experimental
group had 23 students who only used one strategy, 11 students who used two
strategies, and no students who used three strategies on one or more of the word
problems. The control group had 27 students who used one strategy, 7 students who
used two strategies, and no students who used three strategies. During the second
assessment, the experimental group had 26 students who used one strategy, 8 students
who used two strategies, and no students who used three strategies. In contrast, the
control group had only 6 students who used two strategies. Although the
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experimental group had more students using a variety of strategies than the control
group, it was not an overwhelming number of students. The majority of both the
experimental and control groups used only one strategy to solve the word problems
on both assessments.
On each assessment there was an optional problem that the students could
answer if they chose to. On the first assessment, 12 students in the experimental
group attempted it while only 4 students in the control group attempted the optional
problem. The chi-squared test results showed a chi-square value of 5.24 and a pvalue of 0.26, which indicates that there was not a statistically significant difference
in the proportion of students who attempted the optional problem. In the second
assessment, 20 students in the experimental group attempted the optional problem and
19 students in the control group attempted the problem. This chi-square test produced
a chi-square value of 0.06 and a p-value of 1.0, which is not a substantial difference
in the proportion of students who attempted the problem between the two groups.
Research question two. Is there a difference in perceived anxiety about

mathematics word problems between these two groups? The anxiety survey toward
word problems was given to the students after the two assessments. The experimental
group had a mean of 27 while the control group had a mean of 35. The lower mean
meant they had lower anxiety toward word problems. The t-test result was at-value
of 2.73 and a p-value of less than 0.001, which indicated thatthe difference between
the two groups is noteworthy.
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Overall, the experimental group perceived less anxiety toward word problems
than the control group. For each statement on the survey, an answer of "Strongly
Disagree" meant that they felt little anxiety toward word problems. The experimental
group had a total of 219 statements that were answered as "Strongly Disagree," while
the control group only had 129. In particular, one statement asked whether students
thought about the consequences of failing. Most students in the experimental group
said they disagreed or strongly disagreed. However, most students in the control
group said they agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. There was consistency
throughout the survey that suggested that the experimental group had less anxiety
toward problem solving than the control group.
Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine if using collaborative groups could
increase students' motivation for solving challenging word problems and decrease
their anxiety toward mathematical word problems. The experimental and control
groups scored similar on both the assessments. In addition, the data of the two groups
regarding the optional word problem showed the experimental group was not more
intrinsically motivated to solve the word problems. On the first assessment more
students in the experimental group attempted the optional problem then in the control
group. But in the second assessment, almost the same number of student attempted
the optional word problem. In the research of Givvin, Stipek, Salmon, and
MacGyvers (2000), it was concluded that each student has different motivation
"baggage." If every student needs to be motivated in different ways, then
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collaborative groups could help some students while some students may be motivated
working individually. This could be why in the current study both groups performed
in a similar way. Gabriele (2007) stated, "the development of learning goals will
improve the quality of learning that takes place" (p.l39). In Gabriele's study, the
researcher gave two different groups two different goals and therefore found a
difference in their learning. In contrast, the researcher for the current study gave the
same learning goal to both groups. This suggests that collaborative groups alone do
not affect students' motivation for learning. There are other factors that contribute to
increasing intrinsic motivation in students. These factors need to be put in place with
collaborative groups.
The survey the students took after the assessments showed that the students in
the experimental group had less anxiety than the students in the control group. In the
study of Schweinle, Meyer, and Turner (2006), the research indicated that one of the
strongest influences of positive affect was positive feedback. Although this study
was focusing on teacher discourse, collaborative groups may contain students giving
their peers positive feedback. Positive feedback in the collaborative groups may lead
to less anxiety toward word problems.
Another possible reason for the experimental group having less anxiety
toward word problems was the teacher's discourse toward the students. Turner,
Meyer, Midgley, and Patrick (2003) argued that the support of the teacher and a
positive environment help increase the positive affect of the students. The current
study did not research the teacher's discourse; however, the two classroom
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environments of the experimental and control groups were very different. A
classroom full of collaborative groups encourages discussion and constant feedback
from other students. In contrast, an environment in which students work individually
encourages silence, and students have no one to talk with about their ideas. Whether
it was the feedback, environment, or opportunities for students to talk through ideas
in with peers, working in collaborative groups did decrease the students' anxiety
toward word problems.
Motivation and anxiety in mathematics did not seem to be connected in this
current study. Although the experimental group had less anxiety toward word
problems, they did not perform higher than the control group on the assessments nor
did they attempt the optional problem more often on the second assessment. In
contrast, the study by Meyer, Turner, and Spencer (1997) found that negative affect
and fear of failure disabled the students' motivation to solve the problems. That
study used average-performing students in mathematics, in contrast to this current
study that looked at only high-performing students. This could be the reason why the
results from the two studies differ. Higher achieving students may be able to work
through anxiety to reach their goals as opposed to students of normal-achieving and
low-achieving abilities.

Implications
In previous research, it was found that motivation and anxiety go together.
Schweinle, Turner, and Meyer (2006) found that "affect was correlated with students'
perception of the importance of a task, demonstrating that when valued goals are at
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stake, affect is likely to occur" (p. 288). It means that if students have positive affect,
they will have greater motivation for solving challenging problems. Meyer, Turner,
and Spencer (1997) came to the same conclusion. However, both studies involved
average-performing students.
This current study found that motivation and anxiety do not necessarily go
together when dealing with high-performing students. Indeed, the collaborative
groups did not lower the students' motivation toward problem solving, yet it
decreased students' anxiety. Using collaborative groups can be useful in the middle
school mathematics classroom.
Limitations
This study had limitations that could have affected the outcome of the study.
The short time frame of the study may not have allowed students to become
comfortable with their setting of collaborative groups or as individuals. Since the
sample sizes were small and the study only had high-achieving participants, the study
only addressed the needs of a small group of students. Increasing the time span of the
study and using a larger sample of students could have improved the reliability of this
study.
The tools used in the study and the data collection methods could have also
been improved in order to strengthen this study. For instance, the optional question
on the second assessment was easier than the optional question on the first
assessment. This could be a factor in why the data was inconsistent. A higher
percentage of students in both groups tried the optional problem in the second
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assessment than in the first assessment. The first assessment had a more difficult
optional problem, and more students in the experimental group attempted the problem
than the control group. Another limitation could have been the amount of data that
was analyzed. The study could have looked at other factors that could have affected
the students' anxiety toward word problems.
Recommendations
Research should continue to study how collaborative groups affect students'
achievement in school. Motivation and anxiety are two important factors that effect
students' success in learning. Research can be done in order to see if collaborative
groups affect motivation in different curriculums and different grade levels. Future
research should also look into the affects of students having little anxiety in the
classroom for high-achieving students.
This current study could be used in the future in a variety of ways. Since this
study had a small sample size, a study with a larger sample could be done to compare
the results with this study. Also, this study could be done with average or lowperforming students to see if the results (or findings) would be similar or if the
conclusion would be different. In addition, since these high-performing students'
anxiety did not affect their motivation, a study could be conducted to see what the
anxiety affected. Another study could look at four different classes -- two taught in
collaborative groups and two taught as individuals. The study could teach the classes
using different methods to see if the collaborative groups can increase students'
motivation or if the instruction can increase the motivation.
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Conclusion
This study set out to determine if collaborative groups make a profound
difference in the students' motivation and anxiety. The researcher hypothesized that
teaching problem solving in collaborative groups would in fact increase the students'
intrinsic motivation to solve word problems. In addition, the researcher hypothesized
that collaborative groups would help decrease the anxiety students feel toward
mathematical word problems.
Although previous research claimed that positive feeling and motivation go
together as one, this research did not find that true in advanced students. This study
found that working in collaborative groups affected the anxiety of the students but not
the motivation of the students. However, the collaborative groups did not decrease
the students' motivation. Both experimental and control groups showed the same
amount of motivation, while the experimental group had less anxiety. Therefore,
collaborative groups can be an important teaching strategy in the mathematics
classroom as it pertains to mathematical word problems and students' anxiety.
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Appendix A: Instructional Materials
Activity# I: Word problem instruction.

Word
•
•
•
•
•

problem strategies:
Look for a PATTERN
GUESS and CHECK
Make a LIST
Make a DIAGRAM
Make a TABLE
Write an EQUATION
• Solve by GRAPHING
• Make a MODEL
• Use MULTIPLE STRATEGIES.

Activity #I: Word problem practice.
1) The length of a picture frame is 1.2 times the width. If the length is 27 em, what

is the width?
2) One eighth of the students in Mrs. Olson's class had perfect attendance. If four
students had perfect attendance, how many students are in the class?
3) A certain bacteria doubles the number of its cells every 20 minutes. A scientist
puts 50 cells in a culture dish. How many cells will be in the culture dish after 2
hours?
4) A stock's value decreased the same amount each day for 4 days. If the total
change in value was -16, what was the change each day?
Activity #2: Challenging word problem.

One day in math class Shayne asked, "Mrs. Olson, how old are you?"
Mrs. Olson calmly replied, "This year I'm three times as old as my little sister.
However, three years ago I was four times as old as she was."
"Well that doesn't help," yelled Tiffany.
"I don't get it," complained Austin.
Mrs. Olson said, "Think about it some more and we will see how many of you can
guess my age when we have class tomorrow."
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How old is Mrs. Olson?

Activity #2: Word problem write-up.
1. Rewrite: Rewrite the problem in your own words.
2. Plan: Describe how you will solve the problem (Ex: "I will make a list of ... )
3. Solve: Find the Answer by following your plan. SHOW ALL YOUR WORK!
(You may use the back or a separate piece of paper.
4. Explain: Tell why your answer makes sense. (Any Ah-hah moments?)

Activity #3: Challenging word problem.
The Grade 8 class at Roxbury Middle School was planning an awards ceremony for
the last day of school. Awards were given to all students who earned an A in one of
the three major units of study: English, mathematics, and Science/Social Science.
•

•
•
•
•

In Mrs. Smith's class, two students, Richard and Leah, will receive the
Roxbury Standards of Excellence Award for achieving A's in all three areas
of study.
Three students, Max, Tim and Laurie receive no A grades.
Simon, Mackenzie, Danielle and Jessica had A's in English and Math, but not
in Science/Social Science.
Thomas, Lynn, Cheryl, James, Sheila, and Robert earned A's in Math and
Science/Social Science, but not English.
Three students had A's in English and Science/Social Science but not in Math.

We also know that twenty-three students earned A's in Math or Science/Social
Science, twenty-two students earned A's in English or Science/Social Science, and
twenty students earned A's in English or Math. (For this problem, "or" means the
first option, the second option, or possibly both.)
How many students received A's in only Math? Only English? Only Science/Social
Studies? How many students were in Mrs. Smith's class?

Activity #3: Word problem write up for experimental group.
Problem Solving Write-Up
1) Individual Work (record what you did to try to solve the problem by yourself).
2) Cooperative Work (Record what you did to try to solve the problem with
others).
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a. GROUP#l:
b. GROUP#2:
3) Answer and Verification (write your answer and explain how you know your
answer is correct mathematically). Use the back of the paper.
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Appendix B: Assessment and Survey

Word problem assessment.
Instructions: Solve the following mathematical word problems. Use different
strategies if you get stuck and make sure your answer "makes sense." The fourth
problem is optional. It will help you with future word problems if you try to solve it.
1) Trains leave New York for Boston every 40 minutes. The first train leaves at
5:20am. What departure time is closest to 12:55 pm?

2) In 1996, 487 million people across the world spoke English. This was 512
million people fewer than the number who spoke Mandarin Chinese. How
many people spoke Mandarin Chinese?
3) What Is Its Weight?

u

E9
E9
17

21

Find the weight for each block.
Cylinder = __ pounds
Sphere = __ pounds
Cube = __ pounds

4) Kassidy and Kelly found a sale in a sporting goods store. Kassidy spent $33
on 2 pairs of shorts and 3 packages of socks. Kelly spent $27 on 1 pair of
shorts and 5 packages of socks. How much does one of each item cost?
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Students' anxiety survey.

Problem Solving Survey
This survey is completely confidential. Please DO NOT write your name on it.
Please be very honest. Circle the number that you feel about the statement.
2 = Djsa0oree
I =Strongly Disaoree
0
I feel confident and relaxed while solving
word problems.
While solving word problems I have an
uneasy upset feeling.
Thinking about the grade I may get in a
class interferes with my solving word
problems.
I freeze up on solving word problems.
If I were to solve an important word
problem, I would worry a great deal about
doing it.
The harder I work at solving a word
problem, the more confused I get.
Thoughts of doing poorly interfere with
my concentration on word problems.
I feel very jittery when solving an
important word problem.
Even when I am well prepared for a word
problem, I feel very anxious about it.
I start feeling very uneasy just before
getting a word problem assignment back.
During solving word problems I feel very
tense.
I wish solving word problems did not
bother me so much.
During word problems I find myself
thinking about the consequences of failing.
I feel my heart beating very fast during
important word problems.
I feel very panicky when I try to solve an
important word problem.

3 = Aare
·o· e

4 = Strono-ly
·o· Ao-ree
·o·
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